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We are seeking a highly skilled Senior Front-End Developer to play a pivotal role in

translating business requirements and technical specifications into intuitive and

responsive/adaptive user interfaces. The successful candidate will serve as a crucial link

between technical implementation and stakeholder comprehension, ensuring that the

delivered solutions are not only user-friendly but also durable, scalable both horizontally

and vertically, and easily maintainable over time. The candidate should embrace a

collaborative approach rather than solely focusing on completing assigned tasks. It is crucial

to engage in open communication with back-end developers to deliver features

comprehensively. Additionally, the candidate should be prepared to assume various roles,

including back-end development, quality assurance, and business analysis, as necessary to

ensure the completion of a feature. Proficiency in English, both written and spoken, is

imperative for effectively presenting work, articulating technical concepts, and engaging in

clear and confident discussions with fellow team members. This role demands a commitment

to delivering solutions that stand the test of time and meet the evolving needs of the

business. Key Criteria/Requirements: 4+ years of experience working with React, React

Hooks, and Redux. High-level proficiency in TypeScript, Webpack, NPM/Yarn, but also open

to alternatives. Experience in developing responsive websites and web applications and

ensuring compatibility with a wide range of modern desktop and mobile browsers.

Experience with debugging, and performance optimization of React applications.

Experience with one or more CSS preprocessors (e.g., Tailwind CSS, Sass, LESS).

Experience with one or more CSS frameworks (e.g., Twitter Bootstrap, MUI). Experience with
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using one of the test automation frameworks (e.g., Jest, Cypress). Familiarity with Agile/SCRUM

development methodology and tools such as Confluence and JIRA. Understanding of REST

/ HTTP / JWT technologies. Experience with promises, asynchronous requests.

Understanding of Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) and design patterns. Experience

collaborating with back-end developers, QA engineers, and other team members to deliver

complete working features. Experience with full-stack application development is a plus,

willingness to understand and debug the system end-to-end is required. Proficiency in Git

version control. Experience with code review systems as an author and reviewer, properly

providing and reacting to feedback. Experience in providing estimates and adhering to those

estimates. Excellent communication, interpersonal, problem-solving skills. Fluent in the English

language. Hybrid is 3 days in office, 2 days remote as long as KPIs and performance are

maintained and goals are accomplished.Learn more about SalonUltimate Powered by

BookedBy:BookedBy was founded in 2019 and has a mission to help businesses maximize

their revenue, efficiency, and the happiness of their customers. BookedBy is the

online/appointment engine powering Salon Ultimate, a brand of BookedBy. Salon Ultimate,

founded in 2012 is an international technology company headquartered in Austin, Texas. It is

an enterprise system offering an all-in-one solution for multi-unit salon, spa and

barbershop businesses. We serve customers such as Sport Clips, Perfect Look, Sharkey’s

Cuts for Kids, Just for Him, Zona Salons, and many more.BookedBy is the backbone of the

cloud-based appointment/ online check-in capabilities and has future aspirations to reach

other verticals outside of the salon, spa, and barbershop industry. With six offices in five

countries, and more than 110 employees across the globe, BookedBy has provided 40-

million-plus bookings and check-ins for its business partners.
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